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Abstract
This study investigates how givenness and pronominality affect the dative alternation in
Norwegian. Previous studies have found givenness to influence the Double Object Dative
(DOD) but not the Prepositional Dative (PD). Thirty-one Norwegian native speakers
completed a speeded acceptability judgment task, in which given objects were expressed
by definite DPs or pronouns, and either preceded or followed the new referent. DODs
were found to be highly sensitive to givenness. Surprisingly, PDs also showed contextual
dependency. Referring expressions affected the two structures differently: reaction times
were faster with pronouns in DODs and slower in PDs. This suggests that the alternates
have different processing biases, with the former preferring pronouns and the latter DPs.
The results are further considered in relation to the notion of harmonic alignment,
as PDs, in which the typically animate recipient is always the second object, and will thus
consistently represent a suboptimal and non-harmonious order when givenness is adhered to.
Keywords: acceptability judgment task; dative alternation; givenness; Norwegian; reaction time; referring
expression
1. Introduction
Norwegian is a language that generally adheres to a strict word order, but there are
nevertheless certain structures in which alternations are possible. One relevant exam-
ple is the so-called dative alternation (DA), in which the order of the two objects of
ditransitive verbs may vary. The two structural variants are typically referred to as the
double object dative (DOD), e.g. Liv ga gutten eplet ‘Liv gave the boy the apple’; and
the prepositional dative (PD), e.g. Liv ga eplet til gutten ‘Liv gave the apple to the boy’.
In the former, the indirect object (IO), realizing the recipient or beneficiary of the
verbal action, precedes the direct object (DO), or theme, while in the latter, the oppo-
site order occurs, and the recipient is realized by a prepositional phrase.
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Several factors have been found to influence the order of the object arguments,
such as givenness, pronominality, definiteness, animacy, and weight (Bresnan &
Nikitina 2003, Bresnan et al. 2007, Bresnan & Ford 2010, de Marneffe et al.
2012). In this paper, we focus on the first two factors and aim to explore what effect
they have on speakers’ preferences when it comes to double object structures in
Norwegian. The two factors are clearly connected; givenness refers to the informa-
tion structural status of a referent, and whether it has been previously introduced in
the discourse or not. The choice of referring expression is usually determined by the
givenness of the relevant referents, with pronouns and definite noun phrases being
used with given elements and indefinite noun phrases with new ones (Gundel,
Hedberg & Zacharski 1993). Givenness also guides word order in the sense that
given arguments generally precede new elements (the given-before-new principle;
Clark & Sengul 1979). Thus, givenness affects both the order of arguments in a
clause and the choice of referring expression. In fact, the different factors typically
align, such that they reveal a preference for a definite, pronominal, animate, and/or
light argument to precede one that is indefinite, non-pronominal, inanimate, and
heavy. In the literature this is referred to as HARMONIC ALIGNMENT, that is, the ten-
dency for linguistic elements that are more or less prominent on a scale to be
disproportionally distributed in respectively more or less prominent syntactic posi-
tions (Bresnan & Ford 2010:183). As we will see, however, harmonic alignment is
more a property of DODs than PDs. Even though all of the factors listed above
clearly are at play in DA, we will focus on givenness and pronominality and explore
what effect they have on speakers’ preferences when it comes to double object
structures in Norwegian.
In order to investigate the effect of givenness on the DA, we developed a speeded
acceptability judgment task in OpenSesame (Mathôt, Schreij & Theeuwes 2012) that
measures the reaction times (RTs) of the participants’ responses to test
sentences which they were asked to judge as either ‘good’ or ‘bad’. Based on previous
studies conducted on languages with DA (Clifton & Frazier 2004, Brown, Savova &
Gibson 2012, Kizach & Balling 2013, Kizach 2017), we expected there to be a
significant difference in the RTs between the conditions conforming to and the
conditions violating the given>new principle in the DOD, whereas no difference
should be observed for the PD. All the former studies on dative alternation making
use of RT data tested structures with noun phrase objects. The current study takes
the investigation of DA one step further by including pronominal (given) objects as
well. We expected slower reaction times when pronominal objects violated the
given>new order (e.g. ‘She gave an apple to him’, ‘She gave a boy it’) than when
DP (given) objects did so (e.g. ‘She gave an apple to the boy’, ‘She gave a boy
the apple’).
The paper is structured as follows: The next section presents previous studies
of DA making use of online measures in English and Danish, languages that
share the dative alternation with Norwegian, followed by an outline of the dative
alternation in Norwegian. Next, the goals of the current study and our research
questions are provided, followed by the methodology in Section 3. The results
are described in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes
the study.
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2. Effect of givenness and pronominality on dative alternation
The factors that influence the choice of object order in ditransitive structures are
numerous; for a full overview (for English) see Bresnan & Nikitina (2003),
Bresnan et al. (2007) and de Marneffe et al. (2012).1 These studies reveal a prefer-
ence for a definite, pronominal, animate, and light argument to precede one that is
indefinite, non-pronominal, inanimate, and heavy. This is referred to as HARMONIC
ALIGNMENT, as linguistic elements that are more or less prominent on a scale tend to
be disproportionally distributed in respectively more or less prominent syntactic
positions (Bresnan & Ford 2010:183). There are clearly a multitude of factors
involved in the choice of dative structure, but there is a general tendency for argu-
ments to have more than one prominent/non-prominent feature, i.e. pronominal
arguments are typically also given and light.
Givenness is a key element of the study of information structure. The GIVEN-
BEFORE-NEW PEINCIPLE (henceforth given>new) was first introduced by Clark &
Haviland (1977) and focuses on the syntactic distinction that the speaker has to make
between what is old information and what is new to the listener. The authors sug-
gested that sentences are easier to process when given information precedes new
information; there is overwhelming evidence from previous research that, all other
things being equal, speakers prefer for given information to precede new (Birner
& Ward 2009), see e.g. Arnold et al. (2000), Kaiser & Trueswell (2004), Røreng
(2011), Burmester, Spalek & Wartenburger (2014), Hung & Schumacher (2014).
Studies investigating the relationship between givenness and dative alternation in
English (Clifton & Frazier 2004, Brown et al. 2012, Bridgwater, Kyröläinen &
Kuperman 2019) and Danish (Kizach & Balling 2013) have tested this by using
speeded acceptability (Clifton & Frazier 2004, Kizach & Balling 2013) and self-paced
reading tasks (Brown et al. 2012). However, these studies did not include pronouns
among their test items; all the objects were expressed by definite or indefinite DPs.
All the studies found a givenness effect on the DOD. The speeded acceptability tasks
reveal significantly higher acceptability and faster RTs with DODs when the first
object is definite and the second one is indefinite than the other way around; this
difference is not found with the PD. These observations are corroborated in a
memory recall experiment in Danish (Kizach 2017) where the participants had
no trouble correctly repeating DOD sentences in which the first object was definite
and the second indefinite, but they altered the definiteness of the sentences with
indefinite–definite order at 94%. Clifton & Frazier (2004) tested the effect of given-
ness on both DODs and PDs in a task which included a context sentence introduc-
ing one of the object arguments, in addition to definiteness marking in the target
sentences. In the task with no explicit context, definite>indefinite structures yielded
faster RTs in the DOD. In the PD this preference was not only absent, but
indefinite>definite orders resulted in faster RTs. In the task with added context,
however, there was no change for the DOD, as given>new orders still had shorter
RTs, but there was no longer a preference for new>given orders for PDs. Thus, the
addition of context sentences has an effect on the processing of these structures.
The effect of givenness on the DOD was also found in the self-paced reading task
in Brown et al. (2012). The participants read the second object significantly faster in
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DODs with given>new compared to new>given order, while for the PD there was
no significant difference between the two (in fact, new>given was marginally
faster). Brown et al. (2012) also test whether the dispreference for the DOD in
contexts in which the recipient is new is due to the presence of an indefinite animate
argument. The results for the test items in which both object arguments are animate
suggest that this is not the case. For DODs, given>new structures are processed
significantly faster, even when both objects are animate.
All of the studies outlined above suggest that the DOD is context-sensitive
whereas the PD is not. Clifton & Frazier (2004) and Brown et al. (2012) argue that
this is due to the non-canonical status of the DOD, as non-canonical structures are
licensed only when contextually appropriate in the discourse.
In our task we also test the effect of pronominality. According to accessibility
theory (Ariel 1990), more accessible arguments are more likely to be expressed
by pronouns. Accessibility has three hierarchically ordered context types: general
knowledge, physical surroundings, and previous linguistic material (Ariel
1988:68), the last one being what we mean by givenness here. Relatedly, when
we look at the givenness hierarchy formulated by Gundel et al. (1993), referring
expression and givenness are strongly intertwined, as what is the most appropriate
referring expression is dependent on the givenness status of the referent. This way,
pronominality goes hand in hand with givenness. The linearization of pronouns
follows the given>new principle, as pronouns tend to precede non-pronouns
(e.g. DPs). Violations of the given>new order with pronouns may thus be expected
to be perceived as worse than violations involving definite DPs. Stephens (2010)
investigated the effect of discourse in English child language but included an adult
control group. The participants had to describe a vignette by using a dative
structure, for which the subject and either the theme or the recipient were given.
They were free to use either pronouns or DPs to denote the items. Stephens
(2010) found that when participants used the DOD, they were unlikely to use a
pronominal theme, making PDs the only structures in which pronominal themes
can occur (as in e.g. He gave it to the woman).
Kizach & Vikner (2018) conducted a corpus study in the online Danish corpus
Korpus DK (available at: http://ordnet.dk/korpusdk) which included an analysis of
the effect of pronouns. The authors found that pronoun-first is the dominant order
in both DOD and PD constructions. However, a closer look at the data revealed
that pronouns are used much more often in the DOD (59% of recipients were
pronominal) than in the PD (9% of themes were pronominal). Thus, the use of
referring expressions seems to affect the choice of structure. Similarly, Larson
(1988) has claimed that DOD structures with a DP recipient and a pronominal
theme are ungrammatical (e.g. *He gave the patient it) in English. This is further
confirmed by a corpus analysis on DA structures conducted by Arnold et al.
(2000) which revealed that 40% of recipients and only 2% of themes were
pronominal.
There are relatively few studies of the dative alternation in Norwegian, and even
fewer related to the role that information structure plays when it comes to object
order. The only previous study that discusses this is Anderssen et al. (2014), which
argues that the dative alternation in Norwegian is dependent on givenness and that
this applies to both PD and DOD. Even though Anderssen et al. (2014) is a child
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language elicited production study, there was a small, adult control group, and the
adults mainly used the pragmatically most appropriate object order. The authors do
not comment on the use of referring expressions in the adult controls, but they
clearly show a sensitivity to givenness in the choice of word order. The PD structure
was typically used when the theme was given (74%) and the DOD was used when
the recipient was given (88%).
3. The current study
In this study we want to investigate whether the patterns observed in Danish and
English related to the information structural requirements of ditransitives can be
found in Norwegian as well. The results from the elicited production task in the
child language study reported in Anderssen et al. (2014) suggests that this is the
case, both in child language and in the very limited adult control data.
In the current task, we rely on explicit context to introduce the given element in
the test structures in order to ensure a more natural setup in terms of what is given
and what is not. We also make use of two measures, offline explicit acceptability
judgements and online implicit reaction time measures.
The effect of pronominality was also tested in the current task. We expect pro-
nominality to reinforce givenness in the sense that the preference for given>new
found with DODs in previous studies is expected to be stronger with pronominal
objects. The question is whether such an effect will be found with PDs as well. One
the one hand, PDs may be less influenced by pronominality, as given themes tend
not to be pronominal (Kizach & Vikner 2018); on the other, pronouns may rein-
force the given>new principle.
Thus, the main goal of this paper is to investigate how givenness and pronomin-
ality affect the acceptability and RT of alternating dative structures in Norwegian.
This adds to the body of research already conducted on other languages with the
same type of alternation with ditransitives, i.e. English and Danish; but it also con-
sistently includes contexts and adds pronominality to test (i) how it interacts with
givenness and (ii) whether there is any cumulative effect of the two factors.
The aim of the paper is to answer the following research questions (RQs):
RQ1. To what extent are ditransitive structures that violate the given>new
principle accepted as grammatical in Norwegian?
RQ2. To what extent is information structure reflected in RTs?
RQ3. To what extent does the choice of referring expression (DP vs. pronoun)
affect the acceptability and RTs of double object structures?
RQ4. Is there a general effect of referring expression on structure (DOD vs. PD)?
Previous research has found that most of the items are judged as acceptable, but this
was for studies including DPs only. We also expect structures involving given DP to
be mostly considered ‘good’. However, pronominal given objects might yield a dif-
ferent result, as English DODs with pronominal themes have been claimed to be
ungrammatical (Larson 1988, Arnold et al. 2000) or at least strongly dispreferred
(Stephens 2010). If this holds for Norwegian, DODs violating the given>new
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principle with given pronominal objects should be judged as ‘bad’ (RQ1). Similarly,
we expect RTs to be significantly faster with the DOD when it occurs in accordance
with the given>new principle compared to those contexts in which this word order
violates this principle. The PD should show no such effect, if Norwegian behaves the
same way as Danish and English (RQ2). A different pattern might emerge when the
given object is expressed by a pronoun (RQ3). We expect the same differences in
judgements and RTs to hold for the DOD, perhaps even more strongly, as both
givenness and pronominality are ‘pulling’ in the same direction. Thus, we may
observe even slower RTs in new>given orders in DODs when the given object is
also a pronoun. With regard to the PD, if it is truly insensitive to context,
pronominality should not affect it. However, if acceptability or RTs are affected, this
will indicate that the PD is not as independent as previously assumed; it might just
be less sensitive than DODs. The final question relates to whether the choice of
referring expression will affect both structures the same way (RQ4). We know from
Danish corpora that DODs are much more likely to appear with a pronominal
recipient (59%) than PDs are to occur with themes expressed by pronouns (9%)
(Kizach & Vikner 2018). If this general distribution holds for Norwegian as well,
referring expression may affect the two structures differently.
According to harmonic alignment the different factors affecting DA tend to be
aligned. Naturally, factors like animacy and weight might still be at play even if they
are not directly controlled for in this study. Our test items had prototypical animacy,
i.e. animate recipients and inanimate themes, and weight may also play a role,
especially in items with pronominal objects, as these are invariably lighter than
the indefinite DPs. Thus, weight reinforces givenness and pronominality, even
though it is not a factor that is being tested. Also, note that Harmonious
alignment does not apply between animacy and givenness/pronominality in PDs
in our design, as it does not do so prototypically. One might question whether this
lack of alignment might explain the absence of a givenness effect in PDs in previous
studies. Brown et al. (2012) has shown that the preference for given>new is also
present in DOD structures with two animate objects, but this does not mean




Thirty-one Norwegian native speakers completed the study. The sample
contained 20 female, 10 male, and one non-binary participants. The participants
were recruited through social media in the Tromsø area and with fliers on
campus of the University of Tromsø, and they were awarded with a cinema ticket
with a value of approximately 15 euros upon completion of the task, which took
approximately 20 minutes to complete. Each participant received a sequential
numerical ID at the testing; unfortunately, due to a compiling error, two partici-
pants were given the same ID, and it was thus not possible to detangle them in
the data analysis phase.
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4.2 Materials
A speeded acceptability task was designed using OpenSesame (Mathôt et al. 2012).
Each test item, including fillers, consisted of a context and a target sentence, thus
ensuring that given elements had been previously introduced. The participants had
to either accept or reject these sentences in their contexts, while the reaction times of
their responses were measured.
The task consisted of three groups of sentences: target ditransitive sentences,
transitive sentences (which were target sentences for a different study), and fillers
which were divided into grammatical/ungrammatical or pragmatically felicitous/
infelicitous variants. There was a total of 256 items. The full list of items will be
found in appendix Tables A1–A4.
There were three dependent variables: structure (PD vs. DOD), given object
(DO vs. IO), and the referring expression of the given object (DP vs. Pronoun),
giving us a 2 × 2 × 2 (= 8) matrix of target sentences for each example. The
new objects were always expressed with an indefinite DP. There was a total of
12 examples amounting to 96 test items. The items were evenly distributed between
two lists (A and B) so that a single participant would not see all eight variants of
the same test item, but rather four. These lists were further divided into two blocks
(A1 and A2, B1 and B2), each containing only two ditransitive items of the same
example. This allowed us to pseudo-randomise the items by avoiding that items of
the same example appeared in the same block. Half of the participants (n= 15) were
assigned to list A and half (n= 16) to list B.
The items were coded as match or mismatch depending on whether the word
order of the structure (DOD or PD) reflected the given>new principle. In the
former the given>new order is preserved, while in the latter, it is violated. Thus,
match within the DODmeans that the recipient is given and the theme is new, while
the opposite is true for match PD items.
A matrix of one of the examples is displayed in Table 1. The list column
(A1/B1 or A2/B2) specifies in which list and block that item was placed. In order
for the participants to be tested on the full array of conditions, they saw four items
from one example and four from another, such that each participant responded
to the same number of structures in which the objects were realized by DPs or
pronouns, the DO or the IO was given, and the DO preceded the IO. Examples
of contexts in which the items appeared are provided in (1).
(1) a. Lars is a nurse. One morning there was an extra glass of freshly squeezed orange
juice left after breakfast. (theme given)
b. Lars is a nurse. One morning a patient complained that he was thirsty.
(recipient given)
4.3 Fillers
The ratio of fillers to test items was approximately 3:1. The fillers consisted of
transitive items (n= 72) which were the target structure for another study and con-
tained both grammatical and ungrammatical items. In addition, there were 44 items
that only had the function of fillers. These were either grammatical/ungrammatical
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(n= 20) or pragmatically felicitous/infelicitous (n= 24). The fillers included a con-
text and a target sentence that was judged as good or bad. All of the test items will be
found in appendix Tables A5–A7.
4.4 Procedure
The participants gave their consent to participate and filled in a background
questionnaire, and completed a practice loop with items. The task was organized
into two blocks, and participants had the possibility of taking a break after the
first one.
The test was structured as follows. First the context sentence appeared on the
screen. For longer contexts this was spread over two lines. When the participants
had finished reading it, they had to click the mouse button to continue. When the
target sentence appeared, the mouse cursor was moved automatically to the
centre of the screen by using the Mousetrap extension (Kieslich and Henninger
2017). This ensured the same distance from both response buttons, and the RTs
were measured from this point. With the target sentence, two buttons, one with
‘good’ and one with ‘bad’ written on it, appeared on the screen, one on the left
and one on the right. The placement of the ‘good’ and ‘bad’ button was constant
throughout the experiment.
5. Results
The statistical package R was used to run the statistical analyses, including lme4
(Bates et al. 2015) and lsmeans (Lenth 2016) packages.
Table 1. Test items in different conditions distributed over lists A and B.
Structure Given
Referring
expression Match Target Translation List
DOD THEME DP Mismatch Han ga en pasient
juicen.
He gave a patient
the juice.
B1
PD THEME DP Match Han ga juicen til en
pasient.
He gave the juice to
a patient
B2
DOD RECIPIENT DP Match Han ga pasienten
juice.
He gave the patient
juice
A1
PD RECIPIENT DP Mismatch Han ga juice til
pasienten.
He gave juice to the
patient.
A2
DOD THEME Pronoun Mismatch Han ga en pasient
den.
He gave a patient it. A2
PD THEME Pronoun Match Han ga den til en
pasient.
He gave it to a
patient.
A1
DOD RECIPIENT Pronoun Match Han ga ham juice. He gave him juice. B2
PD RECIPIENT Pronoun Mismatch Han ga juice til
ham.
He gave juice to
him.
B1
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5.1 Acceptability judgements
Here we focus on the mean acceptability ratios in the dataset. Table 2 includes
acceptance ratios for all responses.2
Pragmatically felicitous examples are accepted at a very high rate, 92–98%. When
both object arguments are realized by DPs, DODs are accepted at 92% in match
contexts. In mismatch contexts, they are only accepted 63% of the time. When
the given object is realized by a pronoun, the difference is even larger; pragmatically
appropriate DODs are accepted at 98% and inappropriate ones at 44%. The latter is
a very low acceptance rate compared to what has been found in earlier studies and
could be indicative of a qualitative difference between the structures (Larson 1988,
Arnold et al. 2000).
As in previous studies (Clifton & Frazier 2004, Brown et al. 2012, Kizach &
Balling 2013), the PD appears to be less sensitive to pragmatic context, at least when
the given theme is realized by a DP. In these cases, the difference in the acceptability
rate between match and mismatch orders is 98% vs. 92%. Interestingly, however,
there is a clearer difference when given objects are realized by pronouns:
95% vs. 73%.
We first ran a linear mixed effect analysis with response type as the dependent
variable and the structure as our independent variable; participant and test item
were set as random effects (see Table 3). The other factors were not included for
this preliminary analysis. The DOD is set as the intercept; The random intercept
was estimated at SD 0.10508 for participants, and SD 0.04508 for test item.
The model reveals that there are significantly more ‘good’ than ‘bad’ responses in
the DOD (intercept), as expected from the raw data; and we can also see that the PD
has significantly more ‘good’ responses than the DOD. In order to grasp the source
of this effect, we ran subsequent statistical models separately for DOD and PD: two
Table 3. Statistical comparison of the acceptability of the two structures.
Estimate Std.error t-value p-value
Intercept 7.249e−01 2.689e−02 26.957 <.001
PD 1.497e−01 1.914e−02 7.824 <.001
Table 2. Proportion of accepted sentences in the different conditions. The results for the pragmatically
felicitous conditions appear in shaded cells; the raw numbers are in parentheses.
Structure and referring expression
Recipient given Theme given
Accepted
DOD-DP 92.2% (165) 62.5% (105)
DOD-Pronoun 98.4% (185) 43.7% (76)
PD-DP 91.9% (159) 98.4% (187)
PD-Pronoun 73.3% (124) 94.8% (174)
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linear mixed effects regressions were fitted for the two structures. Context type
(match/mismatch) and referring expression were set as fixed effects and participant
and test item as random effects. The model also tested for interaction between the
fixed effects. The intercept is set for match and DP object. The random intercept of
the DOD model was estimated at SD 0.1415 for participants, and SD 0.1124 for test
item. The results are displayed first for the DOD (Table 4), followed by the PD
model (Table 5).
The result of the intercept entails that there are significantly more ‘good’
responses than ‘bad’ responses. The model shows that the acceptability is signifi-
cantly lower when the order is new>given (p< .001, 92% vs. 62% in Table 2 above).
The acceptance rate for pronominal recipients is higher than for DP recipients in
given>new order (p < .05, 98% vs. 92%). Finally, we can note a strong givenness by
referring expression interaction as givenness has a larger effect for pronouns than
for DPs.
The same test was applied to the PD structure, reported in Table 5. The random
intercept for participants was estimated at SD 0.06807, for test item at SD 0.05814.
Again, the statistical significance of the intercept reveals that there are more ‘good’
than ‘bad’ responses. We find that the PD is significantly less likely to be accepted in
the new>given order (p < .001, 91.9% vs. 98.4%). This is consistent with the
pragmatics of the structure, but nevertheless unexpected, as previous studies have
suggested that the PD is not sensitive to context. Furthermore, we can see that the
acceptance is lower when the recipient is pronominal, but not to a significant degree.
Lastly, there is an interaction between givenness and referring expression which
means that givenness effects DP and pronominal objects differently. This is evident
also from the percentages of rejection rates in Table 5, as mismatch PDs with
pronominal objects are rejected at a rate of 73.3%, contrasted to the rejection rate
of 91.9% for the DP items.
Table 4. Statistical analyses on the acceptability rate of DODs.
Acceptability model DOD Estimate Std.error t-value p-value
Intercept 0.89667 0.04843 18.515 <.001
Mismatch −0.29167 0.03526 −8.272 <.001
Pronoun 0.07292 0.03526 2.068 <.05
Mismatch  Pronoun −0.25521 0.04987 −5.118 <.001
Table 5. Statistical analyses on the acceptability rate of PDs.
Acceptability model PD Estimate Std.error t-value p-value
Intercept 0.98304 0.03012 32.636 <.001
Mismatch −0.10938 0.03061 −3.573 <.001
Pronoun −0.04688 0.03061 −1.531 NS
Mismatch  Pronoun −0.11458 0.04329 −2.647 <.01
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5.2 Reaction times (RTs)
Having established that the acceptance ratio differs depending on information
structure for both alternates, let us turn to RQ2 and the differences in reaction times,
bearing in mind that this is a subconscious online measure. The mean RT for the full
dataset is 3376 ms, while the median is 2907 ms. However, the RTs of ‘bad’
responses were slower overall, with a mean 4123 ms compared to a mean of
3447 ms for ‘good’ responses. We have thus decided to focus on the RTs of ‘good’
responses only, as the majority of ‘bad’ responses involved DODs (161/210) and
thus including all responses would result in an RT bias against the DOD. A less
advantageous consequence of this is that most of the answers excluded in this
section are responses to the DOD structures.
The mean RTs divided by condition are displayed in Table 6. All trials above
8500 ms were excluded, leaving us with a total of 1147 observations (521 DODs
and 626 PDs).
The overview above reveals that the RTs for the conditions in which word order
violates the given-before-new principle are consistently longer than those in which
word order is in accordance with this principle, by 100–500 ms. Subsequent statis-
tical tests will show whether the difference in RTs is significant.
The RTs were transformed into logarithmic values in order to conform to nor-
mality, and linear mixed effects regressions were applied on these responses.
Context and referring expression were set as fixed effects; participant and test item
were set as random effects. The model tested for interaction between the fixed
effects. We report the results of the model on the logarithmic data, but we never-
theless display also the estimate of the raw RTs to reveal the magnitude of the effect
of the conditions on the RTs. The results are displayed in Tables 7 and 8, separately
Table 6. Average RTs for the ‘good’ trials. Shading marks the pragmatically felicitous conditions.
Structure and referring expression
Recipient given Theme given





Table 7. Linear mixed effects of the DOD.
DOD-RTs Estimate raw RT Estimate Std.error t-value p-value
Intercept 3535 8.05446 0.05837 137.998 <.001
Mismatch 594 0.17955 0.05154 3.484 <.001
Pronoun −754 −0.21583 0.04297 −5.023 <.001
Mismatch  Pronoun −0.4483 −0.03354 0.07514 −0.446 NS
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for each structure. The intercept is set to DP object and match context. The random
intercept for participants was estimated at SD 0.22281 and for test item at SD
0.09606. The mean and median RTs for the DOD structure are 3355 ms and
2907 ms, respectively.
The results in Table 7 confirm that the mismatch conditions are significantly
slower than the match conditions for DODs (RQ2). The RTs of the items with a
pronominal given object in the match condition are significantly faster than the
DP items. Finally, we can see from the model that there is no interaction between
condition and referring expression, which means that for the DOD givenness has
the same effect on both referring expressions when it comes to RTs (RQ3).
The results from the analysis of the PD responses follow in Table 8. The fixed,
random effects, and the intercept were set the same way as for the DOD model.
The random intercept for participants was estimated at SD 0.19354 and for test item
at SD 0.09485. The mean and median RTs for the PD structure are 3054 ms and
2621 ms, respectively.
The results reveal that the items in the mismatch conditions are significantly
slower. This is the expected direction for RTs but nevertheless a surprisingly signif-
icant result, considering that previous studies have not found an effect of context on
the PD. In row three, we can see that the RTs are much slower when the given object
is a pronoun. Again, as for the DOD, there is no interaction between condition and
referring expression (RQ3).
From the results presented above it is clear that both givenness and referring expres-
sion have an effect on RTs. It also transpires that items with pronominal objects have
faster RTs when compared to the DP items in DOD structures, but the opposite holds
for the PD. It thus seems that DPs and pronouns affect the two alternates differently.
Recall that we did not have any clear predictions for this research question, but the
finding that DODs are much more likely to occur with a given object realized by a
pronoun than PDs (Arnold et al. 2000, Kizach & Vikner 2018) suggests that these
elements might be preferred with the DOD. Furthermore, given that previous research
shows that the PD is insensitive to information structure (Clifton & Frazier 2004,
Brown et al. 2012, Kizach & Balling 2013) and that non-target structures yield longer
RTs, we might expect faster RTs for this object order overall.
In order to investigate the effect of pronouns, we conducted pairwise compari-
sons on the logarithmic models presented for the RTs above (Tables 7 and 8, respec-
tively), separately for DOD and PD. The pairwise comparisons compared the
referring expressions in match and mismatch conditions in each structure. These
are displayed in Tables 9 and 10.
Table 8. Linear mixed effect of the PD.
PD-RTs Estimate raw RT Estimate Std.error t-value p-value
Intercept 2725.30 7.81095 0.05333 146.452 <.001
Mismatch 371.72 0.13536 0.04320 3.134 <.01
Pronoun 511.02 0.16149 0.04218 3.829 <.001
Match  Pronoun −170.06 −0.07189 0.06435 −1.117 NS
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The analyses reveal that the RTs of DPs are significantly slower than that of
pronouns in the DOD in both match and mismatch conditions; for the PDs,
however, the RTs of DPs are faster than that of pronouns, but to a significant degree
only within the mismatch conditions.
In order to check these further, we conducted two linear mixed effects regressions
on DP and pronominal items separately, having the structure (DOD vs. PD) and
context type (match vs. mismatch) as fixed effects. The intercept was set to the
match condition with the DOD structure. The random effects were set as in the
previous models, and the random intercept for participants was estimated at SD
0.2028, for test item at SD 0.1041 in the DP model (Table 11); the values were
0.2294 and 0.0991for the pronominal model (Table 12). The mean and median
Table 9. Pairwise comparisons of RTs of referring expressions in DOD.
DP-Pronoun Estimate raw RT Estimate Std.error t.ratio p-value
Match 754 0.216 0.0430 5.021 <.0001
Mismatch 754 0.249 0.0617 4.039 <.0001
Table 10. Pairwise comparisons of RTs of referring expressions in PD.
DP_Pronoun Estimate raw RT Estimate Std.error t.ratio p-value
Match −511 0.1615 0.0422 −3.828 <.001
Mismatch −341 −0.0896 0.0487 −1.840 <.1
Table 11. Linear mixed effects on the DP items (RE = referring expression).
RE = DP Estimate raw RT Estimate Std.error t-value p-value
Intercept 3831.75 8.14530 0.05391 151.097 <.001
PD −923.65 −0.26585 0.03254 −8.170 <.001
Mismatch 594.45 0.18081 0.04948 3.655 <.001
PD  Mismatch −184.44 −0.03397 0.06477 −0.524 NS
Table 12. Linear mixed effects on the pronominal items (RE = referring expression).
RE = Pronoun Estimate raw RT Estimate Std.error t-value p-value
Intercept 3084.94 7.91350 0.05824 135.870 <.001
PD 285.98 0.10058 0.03724 2.701 <.01
Mismatch 547.29 0.13480 0.05661 2.381 <.05
PD  Mismatch −334.85 −0.06876 0.07437 −0.925 NS
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RT for the DP items were 3249.283 and 2757, whereas for the pronominal items
these were 3124.893 and 2727.5.
The tables show that the RT of the PD is significantly faster than that of the DOD
with DP items (Table 11). This is consistent with previous studies, as the PD gen-
erally has faster RTs. There is no interaction of structure and context which means
that givenness has roughly the same effect on the two alternates. Surprisingly, the
results reveal that the PD is significantly slower than the DOD in conditions with
pronominal objects. This is a new finding since the previous studies testing RTs did
not compare pronominality within the two alternates. This means that RTs of the
PD is generally faster with DP objects, whereas the DOD benefits from pronominal
objects. The possible reasons for this will be put forth in the discussion.
6. Discussion
In this paper, we have investigated to what extent the two alternate dative structures
are sensitive to givenness in Norwegian. In what follows we will discuss three key
findings that cumulatively answer our research questions.
6.1 Sensitivity to givenness
Previous studies have revealed that DODs are affected by givenness in Danish and
English, and the same is clearly the case for Norwegian as well. Unlike other studies,
we have also found givenness to affect PDs, since the items were more likely to
be accepted with a given theme than with a given recipient (p < .001). DODs
are more strongly affected than PDs, however, as there were significantly more items
judged as ‘bad’ in the mismatch condition compared to the PD (Table 3 above).
Furthermore, this rejection rate was more pronounced for pronominal objects than
for DP objects, as indicated by an interaction effect between givenness and referring
expression in these structures (DOD: p < .001/PD: p < .01).
As expected, DODs had slower RTs in mismatch conditions when compared to
match conditions (p < .001). This was also true for the PDs (p < .01). Thus, the PD
is sensitive to givenness in Norwegian (albeit less so than the DOD). This means that
a givenness effect was observed both in the acceptability ratios (RQ1) and RTs
(RQ2) in both alternates.
These results are consistent with the results of the Norwegian child language
study reported in Anderssen et al. (2014), where a small group of adult controls
in a production task used PDs in theme-given contexts 74% of the time and
DODs in recipient-given contexts, 88% of the time, clearly indicating that the choice
of word order is dependent on givenness.
In English and Danish, the lack of sensitivity to givenness in PDs has been attrib-
uted to this being the canonical structure (recall Section 2.1 above). In fact, in both
Kizach & Balling (2013) and Clifton & Frazier (2004), the new>given version of the
PD was preferred (faster RTs and higher acceptability) when givenness was
expressed only through definiteness marking. This result was significant in
Clifton & Frazier (2004), while in Kizach & Balling (2013), it was only approaching
significance. In Clifton & Frazier’s (2004) second experiment, which included
contexts, this preference was neutralised and there was no effect of givenness.
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We have seen that there are many factors involved in determining object order in
ditransitives and that these often align. In fact, double objects involve many different
types of prominence hierarchies: a preference for given elements to precede new
ones, animate referents to precede inanimate ones (Comrie 1989, Corbett 2000),
recipients to precede themes (Givón 1984, Bresnan & Kanerva 1989, Jackendoff
1992), and pronouns to precede DPs. The DOD represents the optimal alignment
of all these factors when the given object precedes the new one and the given ele-
ment is expressed by a pronoun, see Table 13. The PD, on the other hand, is always
less optimal because the theme always precedes the recipient, and the inanimate
referent typically precedes the animate one. As a consequence, when the given>new
principle is obeyed, there is a conflict between the givenness hierarchy, on the one
hand, and the animacy and the thematic role hierarchies, on the other.
This inherent conflict between different types of prominence hierarchies with
PDs might explain why there is a preference for the indefinite>definite order when
contextual givenness is not included in the task in Clifton & Frazier (2004) and
Kizach & Balling (2013). In the absence of context, the order indefinite>definite
aligns definiteness with both animacy and the recipient role, making this the most
harmoniously aligned structure. When givenness is added as a factor, however, the
order definite>indefinite aligns with givenness, making it more likely that this order
will be preferred. If there is variation in how the relevant factors (givenness, the-
matic role, animacy) are weighted in different languages, this might explain why
there is an effect of givenness (albeit small) in Norwegian but not in Danish and
English. Indeed, this kind of variation has been shown for different varieties of
English. For example, Rosenbach (2003) shows that speakers of American
English are affected by the length of the possessum in their choice of the Saxon gen-
itive, while speakers of British English are not. Similarly, speakers of New Zealand
English are more likely to use inanimate recipients in DODs than speakers of
American English (Bresnan & Hay 2008), and US speakers were more sensitive
to the length of themes in the PDs than their Australian peers (Bresnan & Ford
2010). If the explanation in terms of different hierarchies is correct, this means that
subtle variations in experimental materials may result in different outcomes.
6.2 The effect of referring expression on acceptability
For RQ3, we predicted that the addition of pronominality would lead to a lower
acceptance rate and longer RTs in the mismatch conditions because of the double
Table 13. Alignment of various prominence hierarchies in the DOD and the PD, the properties that should
come first due to harmonic alignment are expressed in boldface.
Double Object Dative Prepositional Dative
Given > New Given > New
Animate > Inanimate Inanimate > Animate
Recipient > Theme Theme > Recipient
Pronoun > DP Pronoun > DO
Definite > Indefinite Definite > Indefinite
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violation of harmonic alignment. Our results indicate that this is indeed the case, at
least for acceptability ratings, as an interaction was found between givenness and
referring expression in both structures. Sentences in the mismatch condition with
a pronominal object theme, i.e. Han ga en pasient den ‘He gave a patient it’ were
rated as unacceptable in the majority of cases (56%), which is consistent with the
claim that the equivalent structure is ungrammatical in American English (Larson
1988, Arnold et al. 2000, Stephens 2010).3
6.3 The effect of referring expression on structure
With the final research question (RQ4), we asked to what extent there is a general
effect of referring expression on processing of the two alternates. To determine this,
we compared the RTs of pronominal and DP objects and found that DODs are
processed faster when the given object is a pronoun, while PDs have faster RTs with
DPs, but only significantly so in the mismatch condition. Moreover, pronominal
DODs have significantly faster RTs than pronominal PDs (p < .001), while the
PDs have significantly faster RTs than the DODs when the given object is a DP
(p < .001). This result strongly suggests that there is something like a pronominal
bias in the DOD and a DP bias in the PD as far as processing is concerned.
Interestingly, the fastest mean RTs in the study come from match conditions in
both structures: 2730 ms for theme-given DP objects in the PD, and 2811 ms for
recipient-given pronominal object in the DOD. Similarly, the slowest recorded RTs
were confined to the mismatch conditions, but again, the two structures differ with
regard to which type of referring expression this applies to. For the DOD, structures
with theme-given DP objects have the slowest RT (4048 ms). For PD, the slowest
mean RT is 3319 ms and occurs with pronominal recipients. In fact, for the DOD,
the match condition with DP objects is slower than the mismatch with pronominal
object, while for the PD, the match condition with pronominal objects is slower than
the mismatch with DPs objects (see Table 9). Thus, the PD has an RT advantage,
but only when the given object is a DP.
So why is the DOD processed faster when it involves a pronoun, while the PD has
faster RTs with DPs? Recent years have seen an upsurge of studies exploring how
factors such as animacy, givenness and topicality influence processing, see e.g.
Burmester et al. (2014) and Hung & Schumacher (2014) and references therein.
Such studies provide even more convincing evidence that elements that are more
prominent according to various prominence hierarchies are more easily processed
if they precede less prominent elements, in accordance with the original idea
expressed by e.g. Clark & Haviland (1977). To our knowledge, no study has so
far considered potential differences between definite DPs and pronouns in terms
of processing speed depending on the structures in which they occur. Recall that
in Danish and English pronouns are used frequently in DOD structures, but rarely
in PDs (Arnold et al. 2000, Kizach & Vikner 2018). We do not know what the
situation is for Norwegian, but if similar distributions are attested, this might be
a frequency effect. The question is whether this distribution is a reflection of
deeper properties of the two structures. If so, this might be related to the clash
in prominence between factors that are inherently prominent in DA structures, such
as animacy and thematic role, on the one hand, and information structural factors
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such as givenness and pronominality, on the other (see Table 13). Even though pre-
vious studies have not tested pronominal objects, the findings in Clifton et al. (2004)
support these observations partly, as they conclude that the DOD in general ‘was
responded to more slowly and accepted less frequently’ than the PD in their study,
which only tested DPs.
Another explanation is related to syntactic structure. In languages such as
Norwegian, which do not have case marking, the PP clearly marks the recipient,
ensuring that the theme (DP) and the recipient (PP) are differentially marked
syntactically.4 This also makes PDs more transparent interpretively, and might
cause them to be processed faster. The DOD has no such syntactic marker, as
the recipient and the theme are differentiated by their position only (and often
animacy as well). Thus, using a pronominal referent to mark the previously
encountered object might have a positive effect on processing and simultaneously
distinguish between the two objects more clearly.
Moreover, as also indicated in Table 13, the first objects in ditransitive structures
are different in other important respects. Even though both recipients and themes
can be either animate or inanimate, the test items in this task had prototypical ani-
macy (Velnić 2018): the recipient was animate (i.e. pasient ‘patient’), and the theme
was inanimate (i.e. juice ‘juice’). As animate entities might be more likely to be
expressed by a pronoun, animacy might also play a role. This factor has been attested
as influential in the dative alternation in English (Bresnan et al. 2007) and German5
(Kempen & Harbusch 2004); moreover, animate referents are typically found in syn-
tactically prominent positions and often referred to by pronouns (Arnold et al. 2000,
Branigan, Pickering & Tanaka 2008). Thus, animacy might explain why DOD
structures are processed faster with pronominal objects. However, recall the results
from Brown et al. (2012) where both (DP) objects were animate: they revealed that
the dispreference for the DOD in theme-given contexts is not due to the indefinite
animate argument, as given>new structures in DODs were processed significantly
faster even when both objects are animate (Brown et al. 2012).
7. Conclusion
This study has shown that the PD is sensitive to givenness in Norwegian, but less so
than the DOD. Thus, the difference between the DOD and PD observed for English
and Danish is to some extent also found in Norwegian. We propose that different
alignments of the prominence hierarchies involved in the two structures explain the
discrepancy in sensitivity to givenness in Norwegian, with a pragmatically appro-
priate DOD being the optimal alignment of all of them. This might also explain
crosslinguistic differences, as various factors might not have the same weighting
in different languages, see e.g. Bresnan & Ford (2010).
The current study is different from previous ones because it includes pronominal
objects. Our results reveal that these elements had the expected effect on acceptabil-
ity judgements, as givenness had a stronger effect on both DOD and PD structures
involving pronominal objects. However, referring expression did not have the
expected result on RTs in the sense that pragmatically inappropriate structures with
pronominal objects did not consistently have longer RTs. Rather, including
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pronouns in the study revealed that the two dative alternates have different optimal
referring expressions. PDs where the given object is realized by a pronoun have
longer RTs than those involving DPs. For the DODs, the situation is the opposite;
structures with pronouns have faster RTs. One possible explanation for this
behaviour might be the frequency with which the two types of referring expressions
are used in the two structures, which might cause prototypical structures to be
processed faster.
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Notes
1. Note, however, that there are many other accounts of DA in the literature. This includes derivational
accounts, according to which one word order is derived from the other (Baker & Greenfeld 1988,
Larson 1988, Den Dikken 1995, Tungseth 2006); accounts which take the two orders to have different basic
meanings (e.g. Oehrle 1976, Harley 2002, Beck & Johnson 2004), and verb-based accounts, according to
which verbs differ with regard to basic meaning (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2008).
2. In Table 2, the referring expression refers only to the given object (specified in the adjacent columns).
3. Stephens (2010) cites this characteristic of DA in American English to explain why children in an elicited
production experiment testing the effect of givenness performed so much better with the PD than the DOD.
4. As mentioned in Endnote 1, some syntactic analyses also take the PD to be the default underlying
structure, and this has also been used to explain why the PD is easier to elicit in child language.
5. Unlike Norwegian, German does not have DA; the objects are marked with their respective cases and can
be scrambled.
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APPENDIX
Target items divided per lists
Table A1. Test items in list A1.
List given_object RE structure context_type context target
A1 DO DP DOD mismatch På vei til bussen fant Hedda
en sjokolade i lommen sin.
Hun hadde akkurat begynt på
en slankekur og kunne ikke
spise gotteri.
Hun ga et barn
sjokoladen.
A1 IO Pr PD mismatch Hedda fikk hjelp av et barn til
å bære varene fra handleturen





A1 IO DP DOD match Erik våknet av at en katt mjauet
under balkongen. Den var så
søt og så veldig sulten ut.
Han ga katten
tunfisk.
A1 DO Pr PD match Da Erik vasket kjøleskapet
fant han en åpen boks med
tunfisk. Han var usikker på
om den fremdeles kunne
spises, men ville ikke kaste
den heller.
Han ga den til
en katt.
A1 DO DP DOD mismatch Sarah så en stilig kjole i et
moteblad, men butikken som
solgte den, fantes ikke i
hjembyen hennes. Likevel
måtte hun bare ha den.
Hun viste en
skredder kjolen.
A1 IO Pr PD mismatch Sarah var svært begeistret for
den lokale skredderen. En dag
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Table A1. (Continued )




A1 IO DP DOD match Peter hadde et viktig møte





A1 DO Pr PD match Peter var på Vinmonopolet på
utkikk etter en flaske vin. Han
fant en flaske god rødvin.
Han kjøpte den
til en kunde.
A1 DO DP DOD mismatch Da Heidi skulle stenge kaféen
hun jobbet på, så hun at det
var ett kakestykke igjen. Hun





A1 IO Pr PD mismatch Heidi jobber på en café. I går
klaget en av kundene henne
på briochen hun hadde solgt




A1 IO DP DOD match Tore jobber i en bokhandel.
En morgen dukket det opp en
student som var litt forvirret
og ikke visste hva han





A1 DO Pr PD match Tore jobber i en bokhandel.
Da han åpnet på fredags
morgen var det bare én kopi




A1 DO DP DOD mismatch Lars er sykepleier. En morgen





A1 IO Pr PD mismatch Lars er sykepleier. En morgen
klaget en av pasientene på at
han var tørst.
Han ga juice til
ham.
A1 IO DP DOD match Gretes venn hadde akkurat
begynt i ny jobb i et
advokatfirma, og Grete ville
gjerne gjøre litt stas på henne.
Hun ga vennen
en skjorte.
A1 DO Pr PD match Grete fant en kjempefin skjorte
på salg. Dessverre hadde de
den ikke i hennes størrelse,
men tilbudet for for godt til at
hun kunne overse det.
Hun ga den til
en venn.
A1 DO DP DOD mismatch Den dagen Line fylte 30 tok
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List given_object RE structure context_type context target
tid til å slappe av og til å
bake en gulrotkake.
A1 IO Pr PD mismatch En kveld hadde Line en viktig
gjest på besøk, en person som
kunne hjelpe henne å utvikle




A1 IO DP DOD match Henrik var på vei til kontoret
da han møtte en
forbipasserende syklist. Den
forbipasserende syklisten
spurte etter veien til Storgata.




A1 DO Pr PD match Henrik gikk seg bort på vei til
museet. Han hadde et kart
med seg, men klarte ikke å
finne ut hvor han var på kartet.




A1 DO DP DOD mismatch Da Jonas ryddet i
garderobeskapet fant han en
splitterny dressjakke med
prislappen på. Han prøvde
den, men den var for trang.
Han syntes det ble for ille å
kaste den.
Han ga en venn
dressjakken.
A1 IO Pr PD mismatch Jonas sin beste venn var
veldig nervøs da han skulle på
stevnemøte med i jente han
hadde møtt på Tinder. Jonas
oppmuntret vennen og sa at
alt ville gå helt fint, men





A1 IO DP DOD match En dag da Kari ventet på
bussen så hun at en
medpassasjer frenetisk lette
etter noe i lommene sine. Hun





A1 DO Pr PD match Kari hadde nylig sluttet å
røyke. En dag da hun ventet
på bussen og brukte en veske
hun ikke hadde brukt på en
stund, fant hun en sigarett i
veska. Hun var redd for at
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A2 DO DP PD match På vei til bussen fant Hedda en sjokolade i lommen sin. Hun hadde akkurat
begynt på en slankekur og kunne ikke spise gotteri.
Hun ga sjokoladen til et
barn.
A2 IO Pr DOD match Hedda fikk hjelp av et barn til å bære varene fra handleturen hjem. Hun var
svært takknemlig.
Hun ga ham en sjokolade.
A2 IO DP PD mismatch Erik våknet av at en katt mjauet under balkongen. Den var så søt og så veldig
sulten ut.
Han ga tunfisk til katten.
A2 DO Pr DOD mismatch Da Erik vasket kjøleskapet fant han en åpen boks med tunfisk. Han var usikker
på om den fremdeles kunne spises, men ville ikke kaste den heller.
Han ga en katt den.
A2 DO DP PD match Sarah så en stilig kjole i et moteblad, men butikken som solgte den, fantes
ikke i hjembyen hennes. Likevel måtte hun bare ha den.
Hun viste kjolen til en
skredder.
A2 IO Pr DOD match Sarah var svært begeistret for den lokale skredderen. En dag da hun besøkte
butikken, så hun igjennom mønsterkatalogene og fant mye fint.
Hun viste ham en kjole.
A2 IO DP PD mismatch Peter hadde et viktig møte med en kunde han ville imponere. Han kjøpte en flaske vin til
kunden.
A2 DO Pr DOD mismatch Peter var på Vinmonopolet på utkikk etter en flaske vin. Han fant en flaske
god rødvin.
Han kjøpte en kunde den.
A2 DO DP PD match Da Heidi skulle stenge kaféen hun jobbet på, så hun at det var ett kakestykke
igjen. Hun visste at hun ikke kunne selge det dagen etter.
Hun tilbød kakestykket til
en kunde.
A2 IO Pr DOD match Heidi jobber på en café. I går klaget en av kundene henne på briochen hun
hadde solgt ham og sa den var tørr. So
Hun tilbød ham et
kakestykke.
A2 IO DP PD mismatch Tore jobber i en bokhandel. En morgen dukket det opp en student som var litt
forvirret og ikke visste hva han trengte. Tore fant raskt studentens pensumliste.
Han solgte en bok til
studenten.
A2 DO Pr DOD mismatch Tore jobber i en bokhandel. Da han åpnet på fredags morgen var det bare én
kopi av den siste boka til Jo Nesbø igjen.
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A2 DO DP PD match Lars er sykepleier. En morgen var det et glass med nypresset appelsinjuice
igjen etter frokost.
Han ga juicen til en pasient.
A2 IO Pr DOD match Lars er sykepleier. En morgen klaget en av pasientene på at han var tørst. Han ga ham juice.
A2 IO DP PD mismatch Gretes venn hadde akkurat begynt i ny jobb i et advokatfirma, og Grete ville
gjerne gjøre litt stas på henne.
Hun ga en skjorte til
vennen.
A2 DO Pr DOD mismatch Grete fant en kjempefin skjorte på salg. Dessverre hadde de den ikke i hennes
størrelse, men tilbudet for for godt til at hun kunne overse det.
Hun ga en venn den.
A2 DO DP PD match Den dagen Line fylte 30 tok hun fri fra jobb. Hun fikk både tid til å slappe av
og til å bake en gulrotkake til bursdagsselskapet.
Hun serverte kaken til en
gjest.
A2 IO Pr DOD match En kveld hadde Line en viktig gjest på besøk, en person som kunne hjelpe
henne å utvikle en god reklamekampanje for produktet hun solgte.
Hun serverte ham en kake.
A2 IO DP PD mismatch Henrik var på vei til kontoret da han møtte en forbipasserende syklist. Den
forbipasserende syklisten spurte etter veien til Storgata. Henrik var litt usikker.
Han viste et kart til den
forbipasserende syklisten.
A2 DO Pr DOD mismatch Henrik gikk seg bort på vei til museet. Han hadde et kart med seg, men klarte
ikke å finne ut hvor han var på kartet.
Han viste en
forbipasserende syklist det.
A2 DO DP PD match Da Jonas ryddet i garderobeskapet fant han en splitterny dressjakke med
prislappen på. Han prøvde den, men den var for trang. Han syntes det ble for
ille å kaste den.
Han ga dressjakken til en
venn.
A2 IO Pr DOD match Jonas sin beste venn var veldig nervøs da han skulle på stevnemøte med i jente
han hadde møtt på Tinder. Jonas oppmuntret vennen og sa at alt ville gå helt
fint, men vennen trengte tydeligvis litt mer selvtillit.
Han ga ham en dressjakke.
A2 IO DP PD mismatch En dag da Kari ventet på bussen så hun at en medpassasjer frenetisk lette etter
noe i lommene sine. Hun skjønte umiddelbart hva han letter etter.
Hun tilbød en sigarett til
medpassasjeren.
A2 DO Pr DOD mismatch Kari hadde nylig sluttet å røyke. En dag da hun ventet på bussen og brukte en
veske hun ikke hadde brukt på en stund, fant hun en sigarett i veska. Hun var
redd for at hun skulle la seg friste.
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B1 IO DP DOD match Hedda fikk hjelp av et barn til å bære varene fra handleturen hjem. Hun var svært
takknemlig.
Hun ga barnet en
sjokolade.
B1 DO Pr PD match På vei til bussen fant Hedda en sjokolade i lommen sin. Hun hadde akkurat begynt
på en slankekur og kunne ikke spise gotteri.
Hun ga den til barnet.
B1 DO DP DOD mismatch Da Erik vasket kjøleskapet fant han en åpen boks med tunfisk. Han var usikker
på om den fremdeles kunne spises, men ville ikke kaste den heller.
Han ga en katt tunfisken.
B1 IO Pr PD mismatch Erik våknet av at en katt mjauet under balkongen. Den var så søt og så veldig
sulten ut.
Han ga tunfisk til den.
B1 IO DP DOD match Sarah var svært begeistret for den lokale skredderen. En dag da hun besøkte
butikken, så hun igjennom mønsterkatalogene og fant mye fint.
Hun viste skredderen en
kjole.
B1 DO Pr PD match Sarah så en stilig kjole i et moteblad, men butikken som solgte den, fantes ikke
i hjembyen hennes. Likevel måtte hun bare ha den.
Hun viste den til en
skredder.
B1 DO DP DOD mismatch Peter var på Vinmonopolet på utkikk etter en flaske vin. Han fant en flaske god
rødvin.
Han kjøpte en kunde
vinen.
B1 IO Pr PD mismatch Peter hadde et viktig møte med en kunde han ville imponere. Han kjøpte en flaske vin
til ham.
B1 IO DP DOD match Heidi jobber på en café. I går klaget en av kundene henne på briochen hun hadde
solgt ham og sa den var tørr.
Hun tilbød kunden et
kakestykke.
B1 DO Pr PD match Da Heidi skulle stenge kaféen hun jobbet på, så hun at det var ett kakestykke
igjen. Hun visste at hun ikke kunne selge det dagen etter.
Hun tilbød det til en
kunde.
B1 DO DP DOD mismatch Tore jobber i en bokhandel. Da han åpnet på fredags morgen var det bare én
kopi av den siste boka til Jo Nesbø igjen.
Han solgte en student
boka.
B1 IO Pr PD mismatch Tore jobber i en bokhandel. En morgen dukket det opp en student som var litt
forvirret og ikke visste hva han trengte. Tore fant raskt studentens pensumliste.
Han solgte en bok til
ham.
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B1 DO Pr PD match Lars er sykepleier. En morgen var det et glass med nypresset appelsinjuice igjen
etter frokost.
Han ga den til en
pasient.
B1 DO DP DOD mismatch Grete fant en kjempefin skjorte på salg. Dessverre hadde de den ikke i hennes
størrelse, men tilbudet for for godt til at hun kunne overse det.
Hun ga en venn skjorten.
B1 IO Pr PD mismatch Gretes venn hadde akkurat begynt i ny jobb i et advokatfirma, og Grete ville gjerne
gjøre litt stas på henne.
Hun ga en skjorte til
henne.
B1 IO DP DOD match En kveld hadde Line en viktig gjest på besøk, en person som kunne hjelpe henne
å utvikle en god reklamekampanje for produktet hun solgte.
Hun serverte gjesten en
kake.
B1 DO Pr PD match Den dagen Line fylte 30 tok hun fri fra jobb. Hun fikk både tid til å slappe av og til
å bake en gulrotkake til bursdagsselskapet.
Hun serverte den til en
gjest.
B1 DO DP DOD mismatch Henrik gikk seg bort på vei til museet. Han hadde et kart med seg, men klarte ikke




B1 IO Pr PD mismatch Henrik var på vei til kontoret da han møtte en forbipasserende syklist. Den
forbipasserende syklisten spurte etter veien til Storgata. Henrik var litt usikker.
Han viste et kart til ham.
B1 IO DP DOD match Jonas sin beste venn var veldig nervøs da han skulle på stevnemøte med i jente
han hadde møtt på Tinder. Jonas oppmuntret vennen og sa at alt ville gå helt fint,
men vennen trengte tydeligvis litt mer selvtillit.
Han ga vennen en
dressjakke.
B1 DO Pr PD match Da Jonas ryddet i garderobeskapet fant han en splitterny dressjakke med
prislappen på. Han prøvde den, men den var for trang. Han syntes det ble for ille
å kaste den.
Han ga den til en venn.
B1 DO DP DOD mismatch Kari hadde nylig sluttet å røyke. En dag da hun ventet på bussen og brukte en
veske hun ikke hadde brukt på en stund, fant hun en sigarett i veska. Hun var
redd for at hun skulle la seg friste.
Hun tilbød en
medpassasjer sigaretten.
B1 IO Pr PD mismatch En dag da Kari ventet på bussen så hun at en medpassasjer frenetisk lette etter
noe i lommene sine. Hun skjønte umiddelbart hva han letter etter.
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B2 IO DP PD mismatch Hedda fikk hjelp av et barn til å bære varene fra handleturen hjem. Hun var svært
takknemlig.
Hun ga en sjokolade til
barnet.
B2 DO Pr DOD mismatch På vei til bussen fant Hedda en sjokolade i lommen sin. Hun hadde akkurat begynt
på en slankekur og kunne ikke spise gotteri.
Hun ga barnet den.
B2 DO DP PD match Da Erik vasket kjøleskapet fant han en åpen boks med tunfisk. Han var usikker på
om den fremdeles kunne spises, men ville ikke kaste den heller.
Han ga tunfisken til en
katt.
B2 IO Pr DOD match Erik våknet av at en katt mjauet under balkongen. Den var så søt og så veldig sulten
ut.
Han ga den tunfisk.
B2 IO DP PD mismatch Sarah var svært begeistret for den lokale skredderen. En dag da hun besøkte
butikken, så hun igjennom mønsterkatalogene og fant mye fint.
Hun viste en kjole til
skredderen.
B2 DO Pr DOD mismatch Sarah så en stilig kjole i et moteblad, men butikken som solgte den, fantes ikke i
hjembyen hennes. Likevel måtte hun bare ha den.
Hun viste en skredder
den.
B2 DO DP PD match Peter var på Vinmonopolet på utkikk etter en flaske vin. Han fant en flaske god
rødvin.
Han kjøpte vinen til en
kunde.
B2 IO Pr DOD match Peter hadde et viktig møte med en kunde han ville imponere. Han kjøpte ham en
flaske vin.
B2 IO DP PD mismatch Heidi jobber på en café. I går klaget en av kundene henne på briochen hun hadde
solgt ham og sa den var tørr. So
Hun tilbød et
kakestykke til kunden.
B2 DO Pr DOD mismatch Da Heidi skulle stenge kaféen hun jobbet på, så hun at det var ett kakestykke igjen.
Hun visste at hun ikke kunne selge det dagen etter.
Hun tilbød en kunde
det.
B2 DO DP PD match Tore jobber i en bokhandel. Da han åpnet på fredags morgen var det bare én kopi
av den siste boka til Jo Nesbø igjen.
Han solgte boka til en
student.
B2 IO Pr DOD match Tore jobber i en bokhandel. En morgen dukket det opp en student som var litt
forvirret og ikke visste hva han trengte. Tore fant raskt studentens pensumliste.
Han solgte ham en bok.
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B2 DO Pr DOD mismatch Lars er sykepleier. En morgen var det et glass med nypresset appelsinjuice igjen
etter frokost.
Han ga en pasient den.
B2 DO DP PD match Grete fant en kjempefin skjorte på salg. Dessverre hadde de den ikke i hennes
størrelse, men tilbudet for for godt til at hun kunne overse det.
Hun ga skjorten til en
venn.
B2 IO Pr DOD match Gretes venn hadde akkurat begynt i ny jobb i et advokatfirma, og Grete ville gjerne
gjøre litt stas på henne.
Hun ga henne en
skjorte.
B2 IO DP PD mismatch En kveld hadde Line en viktig gjest på besøk, en person som kunne hjelpe henne
å utvikle en god reklamekampanje for produktet hun solgte.
She served a cake to
the guest.
B2 DO Pr DOD mismatch Den dagen Line fylte 30 tok hun fri fra jobb. Hun fikk både tid til å slappe av og til
å bake en gulrotkake til bursdagsselskapet.
Hun serverte en gjest
den.
B2 DO DP PD match Henrik gikk seg bort på vei til museet. Han hadde et kart med seg, men klarte ikke
å finne ut hvor han var på kartet.
Han viste kartet til en
forbipasserende syklist.
B2 IO Pr DOD match Henrik var på vei til kontoret da han møtte en forbipasserende syklist. Den
forbipasserende syklisten spurte etter veien til Storgata. Henrik var litt usikker.
Han viste ham et kart.
B2 IO DP PD mismatch Jonas sin beste venn var veldig nervøs da han skulle på stevnemøte med i jente han
hadde møtt på Tinder. Jonas oppmuntret vennen og sa at alt ville gå helt fint, men
vennen trengte tydeligvis litt mer selvtillit.
He gave a suit jacket ot
the friend
B2 DO Pr DOD mismatch Da Jonas ryddet i garderobeskapet fant han en splitterny dressjakke med prislappen
på. Han prøvde den, men den var for trang. Han syntes det ble for ille å kaste den.
Han ga en venn den.
B2 DO DP PD match Kari hadde nylig sluttet å røyke. En dag da hun ventet på bussen og brukte en veske
hun ikke hadde brukt på en stund, fant hun en sigarett i veska. Hun var redd for at
hun skulle la seg friste.
Hun tilbød sigaretten til
en medpassasjer.
B2 IO Pr DOD match En dag da Kari ventet på bussen så hun at en medpassasjer frenetisk lette etter noe
i lommene sine. Hun skjønte umiddelbart hva han letter etter.
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A,B1 V2_violation no_answer Har du møtt den nye sjefen? Nei, jeg ikke har truffet ham ennå.
A,B2 V2_violation no_answer Du er ikke så glad i sport, er du vel? Nei, jeg aldri har vært interessert i sport.
A,B1 V2_violation no_answer Har Frida spist middag i dag? Nei, hun ikke hadde tid før treningen.
A,B2 V2_violation no_answer Er postkontoret åpnet i dag? Nei, det ikke pleier å være åpent på mandager.
A,B1 V2_violation no_answer Syntes Jon at filmen i går var god? Nei, han ikke liker romantiske komedier.
A,B2 V2_violation yes_answer Kommer Matilda på festen? Ja, hun lovet har å komme.
A,B1 V2_violation yes_answer Kan du hjelpe meg å flytte i kveld? Ja, det jeg kan gjerne.
A,B2 V2_violation yes_answer Er Svein hjemme? Ja, han i stua sitter.
A,B1 V2_violation yes_answer Er Karoline ferdig med bachelorgraden i engelsk? Ja, hun var ferdig i mai.
A,B2 V2_violation yes_answer Var Gunnar fornøyd med gaven sin? Ja, han den likte godt.
A,B2 V2 no_answer Har du møtt den nye sjefen? Nei, jeg har ikke truffet ham ennå.
A,B1 V2 no_answer Du er ikke så glad i sport, er du vel? Nei, jeg har aldri vært interessert i sport.
A,B2 V2 no_answer Har Frida spist middag i dag? Nei, hun hadde ikke tid før treningen.
A,B1 V2 no_answer Er postkontoret åpnet i dag? Nei, det pleier ikke å være åpent på mandager.
A,B2 V2 no_answer Syntes Jon at filmen i går var god? Nei, han liker ikke romantiske komedier.
A,B1 V2 yes_answer Kommer Matilda på festen? Ja, hun har lovet å komme.
A,B2 V2 yes_answer Kan du hjelpe meg å flytte i kveld? Ja, det kan jeg gjerne.
A,B1 V2 yes_answer Er Svein hjemme? Ja, han sitter i stua.
A,B2 V2 yes_answer Er Karoline ferdig med bachelorgraden i engelsk? Ja, hun var ferdig i mai.
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A,B1 pragmatic felicitous Karl skulle kjøpe seg et kjæledyr. Han har alltid likt hunder, men katter har Karl aldri likt.
A,B2 pragmatic felicitous Karl skulle kjøpe seg et kjæledyr. Han har alltid likt hunder, men Karl har aldri likt katter.
A,B2 pragmatic unfelicitous Karl skulle kjøpe seg et kjæledyr. Han har alltid likt hunder, men katter har aldri likt Karl.
A,B1 pragmatic unfelicitous Karl skulle kjøpe seg et kjæledyr. Han har alltid likt hunder, men Karl har katter aldri likt.
A,B2 pragmatic felicitous Marie har vært på safari flere ganger. Hun elsker ville katter, men den sibirske tigeren har Marie aldri sett
A,B1 pragmatic felicitous Marie har vært på safari flere ganger. Hun elsker ville katter, men Marie har aldri sett den sibirske tigeren.
A,B1 pragmatic unfelicitous Marie har vært på safari flere ganger. Hun elsker ville katter, men den sibirske tigeren har aldri sett Marie.
A,B2 pragmatic unfelicitous Marie har vært på safari flere ganger. Hun elsker ville katter, men Marie har den sibirske tigeren aldri sett.
A,B1 pragmatic felicitous Ranghild er en stor fan av The Beatles. En gang ble hun nesten
overkjørt av George Harrison,
men Paul McCartney har Ragnhild aldri møtt.
A,B2 pragmatic felicitous Ranghild er en stor fan av The Beatles. En gang ble hun nesten
overkjørt av George Harrison,
men Ranghild har aldri møtt Paul McCartney.
A,B2 pragmatic unfelicitous Ranghild er en stor fan av The Beatles. En gang ble hun nesten
overkjørt av George Harrison,
men Paul McCartney har aldri møtt Ragnhild.
A,B1 pragmatic unfelicitous Ranghild er en stor fan av The Beatles. En gang ble hun nesten
overkjørt av George Harrison,
men Ragnhild har aldri Paul McCartney møtt .
A,B2 pragmatic felicitous Odd liker å lese. Han liker Paul Auster svært godt, men Siri Hustvedt har Odd aldri hatt sansen
for.
A,B1 pragmatic felictous Odd liker å lese. Han liker Paul Auster svært godt, men Odd har aldri hatt sansen for Siri
Hustvedt.
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A,B2 pragmatic unfelicitous Odd liker å lese. Han liker Paul Auster svært godt, men Odd har Siri Hustvedt aldri hatt sansen for.
A,B1 pragmatic felicitous Trond har alltid drømt om å spille i band. Han fikk prøvespille for
Crazy Cats,
men bassisten nektet Trond å bli med i bandet.
A,B2 pragmatic unfelicitous Trond har alltid drømt om å spille i band. Han fikk prøvespille for
Crazy Cats,
men bassisten nektet å bli med Trond i bandet.
A,B1 pragmatic felicitous Peter trodde at datteren hans var fan av både Prince og Michael Jackson.
Hun liker definitivt Prince,
men Michael Jackson har datteren aldri
hørt om.
A,B1 pragmatic unfelicitous Peter trodde at datteren hans var fan av både Prince og Michael Jackson.
Hun liker definitivt Prince,
men datteren har Michael Jackson aldri
hørt om.
A,B2 pragmatic felicitous Peter trodde at datteren hans var fan av både Prince og Michael Jackson.
Hun liker definitivt Prince,
men datteren har aldri hørt om Michael
Jackson.
A,B2 pragmatic unfelicitous Peter trodde at datteren hans var fan av både Prince og Michael Jackson.
Hun liker definitivt Prince,
men Michael Jackson har aldri hørt
om datteren.
A,B2 pragmatic felicitous Stine skulle på postkontoret for å hente en viktig pakke. Hun hadde det
travelt,
men heldigvis var det ingen kø der.
A,B1 pragmatic unfelicitous Stine skulle på postkontoret for å hente en viktig pakke. Hun hadde det
travelt,
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Table A7. Transitive fillers (targets for another study).
List RE structure context_type context target
A1 Pr shifted individuated Daniel visste at Linda var på festen på fredag. Han lette etter henne. Han fant henne ikke før sent på natta.
A2 Pr non_shifted individuated Daniel visste at Linda var på festen på fredag. Han lette etter henne. Han fant Ikke henne før sent på natta.
B1 DP shifted individuated Daniel visste at Linda var på festen på fredag. Han lette etter henne. Han fant Linda ikke før sent på natta.
B2 DP non_shifted individuated Daniel visste at Linda var på festen på fredag. Han lette etter henne. Han fant ikke Linda før sent på natta.
B1 Pr shifted individuated Mona så et gul skjørt på salg i kjøpesenteret og likte det veldig godt. Hun kjøpte det ikke den dagen likevel.
B2 Pr non_shifted individuated Mona så et gul skjørt på salg i kjøpesenteret og likte det veldig godt. Hun kjøpte ikke det den dagen likevel.
A1 DP shifted individuated Mona så et gul skjørt på salg i kjøpesenteret og likte det veldig godt. Hun kjøpte skjørtet ikke den dagen
likevel.
A2 DP non_shifted individuated Mona så et gul skjørt på salg i kjøpesenteret og likte det veldig godt. Hun kjøpte ikke skjørtet den dagen
likevel.
A1 Pr shifted individuated En ny indisk restaurant har åpnet i byen. Pål liker den ikke i det hele tatt.
A2 Pr non_shifted individuated En ny indisk restaurant har åpnet i byen. Pål liker ikke den i det hele tatt.
B1 DP shifted individuated En ny indisk restaurant har åpnet i byen. Pål liker restauranten ikke i det hele
tatt.
B2 DP non_shifted individuated En ny indisk restaurant har åpnet i byen. Pål liker ikke restauranten i det hele
tatt.
B1 Pr shifted individuated Magnus var på slankekur,
og den desserten han fikk servert på kurset så ut til å være svært fetende.
Han rørte den ikke denne gangen.
B2 Pr non_shifted individuated Magnus var på slankekur,
og den desserten han fikk servert på kurset så ut til å være svært fetende.
Han rørte ikke den denne gangen.
A1 DP shifted individuated Magnus var på slankekur,
og den desserten han fikk servert på kurset så ut til å være svært fetende.
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Table A7. (Continued )
List RE structure context_type context target
A2 DP non_shifted individuated Magnus var på slankekur, og den desserten han fikk servert på kurset
så ut til å være svært fetende.
Han rørte ikke desserten denne
gangen.
A1 Pr shifted individuated Ellen vil se naturlig ut og bruker bare litt pudder Hun bruker det ikke i sterkt dagslys.
A2 Pr non_shifted individuated Ellen vil se naturlig ut og bruker bare litt pudder Hun bruker ikke det i sterkt dagslys.
B1 DP shifted individuated Ellen vil se naturlig ut og bruker bare litt pudder Hun bruker pudder ikke i sterkt dagslys.
B2 DP non_shifted individuated Ellen vil se naturlig ut og bruker bare litt pudder Hun bruker ikke pudder i sterkt dagslys.
B1 Pr shifted individuated Erlend dro til bokhandelen for å kjøpe en bok om isbreer. Han fant den ikke i butikken.
B2 Pr non_shifted individuated Erlend dro til bokhandelen for å kjøpe en bok om isbreer. Han fant ikke den i butikken.
A1 DP shifted individuated Erlend dro til bokhandelen for å kjøpe en bok om isbreer. Han fant boka ikke i butikken.
A2 DP non_shifted individuated Erlend dro til bokhandelen for å kjøpe en bok om isbreer. Han fant ikke boka i butikken.
A1 Pr shifted individuated De hadde fredagslotteri på jobben til Thomas,
og hver fredag håpet han på å vinne flaska med hvitvin.
Han vant den ikke denne fredagen
heller.
A2 Pr non_shifted individuated De hadde fredagslotteri på jobben til Thomas,
og hver fredag håpet han på å vinne flaska med hvitvin.
Han vant ikke den denne fredagen
heller.
B1 DP shifted individuated De hadde fredagslotteri på jobben til Thomas,
og hver fredag håpet han på å vinne flaska med hvitvin.
Han vant vinen ikke denne fredagen
heller.
B2 DP non_shifted individuated De hadde fredagslotteri på jobben til Thomas,
og hver fredag håpet han på å vinne flaska med hvitvin.
Han vant ikke vinen denne fredagen
heller.
B1 Pr shifted individuated Katrine skulle spise middag hos foreldrene sine
men håpet at de ikke skulle servere farens hvalkjøttlasagne.
Hun likte den ikke noe særlig.
B2 Pr non_shifted individuated Katrine skulle spise middag hos foreldrene sine
men håpet at de ikke skulle servere farens hvalkjøttlasagne.
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Table A7. (Continued )
List RE structure context_type context target
A1 DP shifted individuated Katrine skulle spise middag hos foreldrene sine
men håpet at de ikke skulle servere farens hvalkjøttlasagne.
Hun likte lasagnen ikke noe særlig.
A2 DP non_shifted individuated Katrine skulle spise middag hos foreldrene sine
men håpet at de ikke skulle servere farens hvalkjøttlasagne.
Hun likte ikke lasagnen noe særlig.
A1 Pr shifted individuated Tone var på kafé med venninnene sine.
Hun kjøpte et stykke ostekake, men : : :
Hun spiste den ikke selv.
A2 Pr non_shifted individuated Tone var på kafé med venninnene sine.
Hun kjøpte et stykke ostekake, men : : :
Hun spiste ikke den selv.
B1 DP shifted individuated Tone var på kafé med venninnene sine.
Hun kjøpte et stykke ostekake, men : : :
hun spiste ostekaka ikke selv.
B2 DP non_shifted individuated Tone var på kafé med venninnene sine.
Hun kjøpte et stykke ostekake, men : : :
Hun spiste ikke ostekaka selv.
B1 Pr shifted individuated Trine vasket kjøkkenet i går.
Det var så kaldt at hun ikke kunne åpne viduet når hun skulle bruke ovns-
rensen.
Hun rengjorde den ikke likevel.
B2 Pr non_shifted individuated Trine vasket kjøkkenet i går.
Det var så kaldt at hun ikke kunne åpne viduet når hun skulle bruke ovns-
rensen.
Hun rengjorde ikke den likevel.
A1 DP shifted individuated Trine vasket kjøkkenet i går.
Det var så kaldt at hun ikke kunne åpne viduet når hun skulle bruke ovns-
rensen.
Hun rengjorde ovnen ikke likevel.
A2 DP non_shifted individuated Trine vasket kjøkkenet i går.
Det var så kaldt at hun ikke kunne åpne viduet når hun skulle bruke ovns-
rensen.
Hun rengjorde ikke ovnen likevel.
A1 Pr shifted individuated Vegard måtte forte seg for å rekke bussen,
og kunne ikke finne solbrillene sine.
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A2 Pr non_shifted individuated Vegard måtte forte seg for å rekke bussen,
og kunne ikke finne solbrillene sine.
Han tok ikke de med seg.
B1 DP shifted individuated Vegard måtte forte seg for å rekke bussen,
og kunne ikke finne solbrillene sine.
Han tok solbrillene sine ikke med seg.
B2 DP non_shifted individuated Vegard måtte forte seg for å rekke bussen,
og kunne ikke finne solbrillene sine.
Han tok ikke solbrillene sine med seg.
B1 Pr shifted individuated Marianne er et rotehode og mister til stadighet nøklene sine. Hun glemmer dem ofte på jobb.
B2 Pr non_shifted individuated Marianne er et rotehode og mister til stadighet nøklene sine. Hun glemmer ofte dem på jobb.
A1 DP shifted individuated Marianne er et rotehode og mister til stadighet nøklene sine. Hun glemmer nøklene ofte på jobb.
A2 DP non_shifted individuated Marianne er et rotehode og mister til stadighet nøklene sine. Hun glemmer ofte nøklene på jobb.
B2 Pr shifted non_individuated Sindre var litt slurvete og måtte ta oppkjøringa på nytt. Han likte det ikke noe særlig.
B1 Pr non_shifted non_individuated Sindre var litt slurvete og måtte ta oppkjøringa på nytt. Han likte ikke det noe særlig.
A2 Pr shifted non_individuated Maria vil at de skal flytte til Spania Kim vil det ikke akkurat nå.
A1 Pr non_shifted non_individuated Maria vil at de skal flytte til Spania Kim vil ikke det akkurat nå
B2 Pr shifted non_individuated Nina tror ikke hun kommer til å like filmen. Beathe tror det ikke heller.
B1 Pr non_shifted non_individuated Nina tror ikke hun kommer til å like filmen. Bathe tror ikke det heller.
A2 Pr shifted non_individuated Einar liker å sykkle til jobben. Frode gjør det ikke i det hele tatt.
A1 Pr non_shifted non_individuated Einar liker å sykkle til jobben. Frode gjør ikke det i det hele tatt.
B2 Pr shifted non_individuated Yngve ønsker å dra til Grand Carania i julen. Lillian vil det ikke denne jula.
B1 Pr non_shifted non_individuated Yngve ønsker å dra til Grand Carania i julen. Lillian vil ikke det denne jula.



















Table A7. (Continued )
List RE structure context_type context target
A1 Pr non_shifted non_individuated Ifølge værmeldingen skal det bli nydelig vær til helgen. Guro tror ikke det.
B2 Pr shifted non_individuated Yngvild synes kråker er nydelige dyr. Eystein synes det ikke.
B1 Pr non_shifted non_individuated Yngvild synes kråker er nydelige dyr. Eystein synes ikke det
A2 Pr shifted non_individuated Daniel er nervøs for eksamensresultatet. Sølvi er det ikke.
A1 Pr non_shifted non_individuated Daniel er nervøs for eksamensresultatet. Sølvi er ikke det.
B2 Pr shifted non_individuated Kariann liker å gjøre yoga-øvelser om morgenen. Nils gjør det ikke.
B1 Pr non_shifted non_individuated Kariann liker å gjøre yoga-øvelser om morgenen. Nils gjør ikke det.
A2 Pr shifted non_individuated Trond vil gjerne gå en tur om kvelden. Sissel vil det ikke.
A1 Pr non_shifted non_individuated Trond vil gjerne gå en tur om kvelden. Sissel vil ikke det.
B2 Pr shifted non_individuated Janne synes sushien på Rå er den beste. Bente synes det ikke.
B1 Pr non_shifted non_individuated Janne synes sushien på Rå er den beste. Bente synes ikke det.
A2 Pr shifted non_individuated Olav gleder seg til å flytte til Oslo. Dag gjør det ikke.
A1 Pr non_shifted non_individuated Olav gleder seg til å flytte til Oslo. Dag gjør ikke det.
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